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Dealing with difference
Introduction

Before we feel a prejudice (either singly or as part of a group), we experience feelings of unease or insecurity.  

These feelings have many sources. Some relate to past relationships, whilst others are associated with long-

forgotten experiences.  

The character of our relationships and the experiences we have had with families, friends, groups, communities 

and traditions to which we have belonged, all these infl uence the   ease or unease we may feel about people 

different from us.

Exercise 1

Think about your childhood or adolescence.

What memories do you have of being introduced to a person or people who were different from you?  

Describe how these differences were highlighted, spoken about, dealt with or not acknowledged at all.

Exercise 2

Think about the present.

How do you view that person or members of that group now? 

 

What remains the same and what has changed?

If it has changed, can you remember the factors that caused the relationship to change?
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Exercise 3 
Think about  the following groups of people.  Equality of opportunity between these groups is to be promoted 

under Section 75 of the Northern Ireland Act 1998.

Look at each category and describe how you feel about meeting someone in this group who is very different to 

you.  Use the following terms to help you:

• At ease

• Uneasy

• Some Diffi culty

• Extremely diffi cult

In the table below, tick the box that best relates to your feelings about each person or group.  

Category of person/group At ease Uneasy Some 

diffi culty

Extremely 

diffi cult

Different religious group

Different political opinion

Different racial group

Different age group

Different marital status

Different sexual orientation

Men and women generally

People with a disability

People without a disability

People with dependents

People without dependents
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Exercise 4

Use the following expressions to describe how much you are at ease in the situations below.

At ease   Uneasy   Some diffi culty   Extreme diffi culty  

In relationships between men and women:

• How do you feel in groups where your gender is in the minority?

• Does this change when the numbers are about equal?

• Does this change when your gender is in the majority?

In relationships between people with disabilities and people without:

• How diffi cult is it (if you have a disability) to take part in all activities?

• Have you discussed your feelings and behaviour with those without a disability?

• If you do not have a disability, how sensitive are you to those who may have a disability?

• How do you behave in the company of those with a disability?

• Have you discussed your feelings and behaviour with them?

In relationships between people with dependents and people without:

• Imagine you are in a work situation where you have an elderly parent to care for and sometimes this means  

 that you are called home at unplanned times, taking time off. Describe the daily life you have in such a   

 situation.

• How do you think your colleagues would respond to this demand if you take the time off as a holiday/time that  

 you make up?

Exercise 5 

Think about the Future

The categories listed in Exercise 3 are groups and individuals protected against discrimination under the Northern 

Ireland Act 1998.

Do you think the law is the only way to ensure equality or do you feel people should respect difference because it 

makes sense?

How can we develop relationships that allow us to be at ease with differences?

Suggest ways we can learn to be more at ease with difference.

What needs to change for your suggestions to become reality?


